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SPC® Self- Install Instructions
(CLEAR Porcelain, Ceramic, Metal tub)
**Please follow installation instructions thoroughly**
Included in this kit is:
1 roller handle
1 roller tray
1 roller
Degreaser, Promoter, Thinner, Hardener, Clear Structure and instructions
Additional Needs:
Recommended mask
1 roll of masking tape
Green 3m pad
Teri cloth towels (for promote application)
Paper towels
Plastic bag (for garbage)
Knee pads
**To help with the smell we recommend running the bathroom fan or
opening a window.**
**Be sure to continually stir the material if sitting for any period of time**
Deep clean process: Remove all glue in strips and mats and any residual
glue and gunk completely in all rooms then clean the tub like usual- The
tubs must be squeaky clean and without any glue residue. Ask your professional
paint store for products that can help with the glue removal. Products that have
worked well for us are PEEL AWAY 6 found at Home Depot and Lowes stores.
We have found using our InViroSafe Heavy Duty Cleaner is helpful in removing
dark spots and getting that clean surface.

Take the green 3M pad and thoroughly but lightly wipe/sand out the bottom
of the bathtub. This will remove any hardened soap residue and will make any
glue residue visible so it can be removed (remember the tub must be squeaky
clean) sanding will also rough the bottom of the tub for better adhesion.
Using the Degreaser #1 Degrease the tub using a kitchen paper towel.
Put some, NOT ALL degreaser on the paper towel and systematically wipe the
tub bottom. (Will need degreaser again later)Place used paper towel in a plastic
bag.
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Using the masking tape, tape out a rectangle of about 14 by 30-inch in the
tub bottom.
Take a new paper towel and degrease again inside the area you just
outlined with the tape. Be sure to degrease over the tape edges while making
sure that the tape is well attached to the bottom. Place this paper towel in plastic
bag. Do not touch the area to be treated with your bare hands. If you
encountered any dripping taps, just put a bath towel under it to prevent drips from
splashing on the area to be treated.

Put containers from the kit on your mixing workspace.
Open Bottle 5 Clear Structure and gently mix the contents with the stirring
stick.
Do not shake the jar or mix in air bubbles.
Open Bottle 3 Thinner and pour into container 5
Open Bottle 4 Hardener and pour into container 5.
Gently stir the structure with stirring stick for 3 minutes. Do not whip in air
during stirring.
Select Bottle 2 General Promoter and apply inside the taped area on the
bottom of the tubs. This is done by saturating the terry cloth with the promoter
and methodically wiping the area to be treated. Insure that there is complete
coverage of the promoter. Any area not coated with promoter will not hold the
structure over time.
Note- The promoter must be allowed to sit for 5 to 10 minutes until the
surface starts to look dull, then apply structure that has been mixed.
**Stir again gently the mixed structure that is in the mixing cup and pour a
little in the roller tray.
Place the roller on the roller handle using a glove and make sure it rolls
freely. Do not touch the roller with bare hands!

Gently saturate the roller then roll of most it back in the tray. (More is not
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better)
Roll on the structure lengthwise and width wise twice in the tub while
checking your work periodically with the flashlight. (Just shine the flashlight
over the SPC® to see the even spread of the structure.)
Remove the tape as soon as the SPC structure mix is rolled into the tub.
This will allow the structure to slightly flow out, nicely rounding of the edge,
preventing buildup of dirt.
-----------------------------------------------------Congratulations!! You have completed the installation. The Rooms can be
occupied the next day.
If you have any questions about the application of the SPC®, please feel free to
call us at info@SlipFix.com or 763-972-9222.
**SlipFix Company SPC® Products.**

